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About This Game
DollKart is a survival race against time. There is an infinite number of procedurally generated tracks to conquer both alone and
with a friend in split screen.
Handling
The physics engine is roughly a simcade, mirroring real go karts but adding a lot more speed to them(because if you aren't
almost dead, you're not having fun). The game is enjoyable without being a good driver, however, if you want to do good, you'll
have to drive skillfully.
Single Player
In single player, your goal is to score as many points as possible by driving quickly through the tracks. Game's over when you
fall off the track, your ragdoll character falls off the kart or when you run out of time(or all of these at once, if you're really
bad).
Split Screen
In the split screen mode, your goal is to outrun one another on the same difficult tracks as before, dying or falling off the track
means losing instantly.
Online
The Online multiplayer gives your kart the ability to jump and pits you against 11 more players in an arena with the sole goal to
be the last survivor.
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Soundtrack
We have a soundtrack of 8 songs ranging from relaxed synthwave to gritty metal for you to do your driving with, the songs are
played in random order and can be skipped or muted in game.

Future Updates
The game will be supported in terms of bug fixes, minor updates etc.. More content updates are possible, but if they will happen
depends on community enthusiasm and size. The game as it stands is stable and final, especially for the offline modes. The
multiplayer may need some minor fixes and changes over time.

OKSoft
We are a group of 4 Turkish high schoolers who enjoy games and STEM. This is our first PC release. We've gathered together
under the context of a school project to make this game come to life. OKSoft normally operates as a one-person team, but this
project needed the expertise and help of more. Future games may be made by the founder alone or with external help as this
project was made.

We hope from the bottom of our hearts that you will find enjoyment and hours of fun in DollKart. Feel free to contact us for
any opinions, ideas etc. on the game.
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Title: DollKart
Genre: Racing
Developer:
OKSoft
Publisher:
OKSoft
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2018

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows XP or newer
Processor: Intel Pentium series or equivalent
Memory: 400 MB RAM
Graphics: Anything with dx9+ support, will run on integrated graphics.
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 130 MB available space
Sound Card: if your pc can make sounds, it's fine
Additional Notes: The faster your processor, the faster you can load into the game as the generation of the map involves a lot
of calculations.

English
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This game has a ton of potential (mainly because I love the setting). That being said the AI currently just sits and waits for me to
go kill them. I think this game would be better as a turn-based game rather than a real time game. Much easier to manage the
game that way and could possibly get some active AI. Also, I beat the game in roughly 90 minutes, which is stupid fast for an
empire management game.
Here is a list of what I suggest should be in the game:
1. AI that will play the game.
2. A diplomacy system. (not asking for a ton, maybe just be able to say at war or not at war)
3. Turn-based rather than real time. (That's a tall order at this point, but with how the game plays it would be better)
4. A trade system for the trade goods.
5. Player starts with an income. (you seriously start with no income or army and wait like 5 months to start moving)
Please at least consider these suggestions, I think it would make the game stupid fun.. While this game has a compelling hook
and a uniquely interesting presentation, the core experience of driving is too vanilla to recommend. As a car, the physics are
lacking, and the handling felt uninspired. I also felt I was battling the controls (keyboard and mouse), either turning too much or
too little, or diving when I should have been climbing in the air. THe latter is due to the unfortunate fact that the same up key
that causes you to accelerate as a car sends you into a dive when you transform.. it's not the most polished thing but the bottom
line is it cost me 50 cents and we laughed hard. Best fps I have ever played. You're required to be connected to their online
RaceNet service at all times, even to play single player or go to your in-game garage.
That's a mandatory 'not recommended'.
Always online is unnecessary in a single-player orientated game and its also not going to stop the pirates for long, so quit
screwing over your paying customers with significantly increased loading times and downtime when the servers aren't
responding.
Next on to the gameplay, which will obviously be compared to DR1. I feel that this game just doesn't have the magic of the first
game, which I think is down to the lack of conscious interaction. This is I think largely due to the maps, which just aren't as
interesting as DR1's maps. They're thin and it's very easy to drive at 90-95% and come through the stage barely damaged. Very
few of the corners are pronounced and it feels like there's not as much positive camber on the stages as DR1. The first game had
you fighting to learn how to control the car and as your skills improved you could bring in more thought to your driving. You
had to think through your positioning for corners, get the timing right for flicking the car round and balancing the weight
properly. In DR2 it feels like you just mash the gas down and yeet the car through the courses, which are largely very bland.
This is very saddening coming from DR1, where there were iconic sections of road and stages; like the constant sideways action
of Wales' slippy gravel, the well linked roads of Finland that would massively reward or penalise you for going maximum
attack, but it was always clear what your mistake was if it did go wrong, the tight section around the downed plane in Germany,
the terrifying high speed sections of Monte Carlo(and those pesky ice patches), the snow banks of Sweden (seriously I don't
want a hug) and that last rally that always seems to be replaced by black noise in my brain, not 100% sure why. All of those
stages have something memorable about them, even if its how intensely you hate them. It's also satisfying to get corners right as
spend ages just trying to get your position on the road correct, then shift the weight of the car properly and micro-adjust during
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the turn to master that one bend that keeps catching you out, then the immense feeling of satisfaction of getting it just right and
hurling your car through twice as fast as you ever could before.
DR2 doesn't have any of that, half of the locations feel very similar and are boring (Aus, NZ and USA). There's just nothing
memorable about them, they're just gravel stages... woo. Spain is all tarmac and was ripped straight from Dirt 4 (yikes) and
that's about all I can say about it. Argentina is a real challenge and is very interesting because there's rocks all around, so it does
feel unique in that sense, but I still didnt find any interesting bends. Poland is a nice combination of tarmac and gravel so I
enjoyed it, would probably find some interesting sections if I played it more tbh.
DR2 is unfortunately missing hillclimb(I think licensing was a part of this), which I guess isn't a real problem as there's no need
to re-do Pikes Peak and no sane person could ever get bored of the Audi Quattro PP.
Rallycross is better than in the first game. The events I entered were much more fun than DR1 due to it being much easier
(apply power, laugh maniacally as you pull a mad skid). It's certainly no bad thing that RX is done properly in this game and it's
actually worth having some fun with.. This game should be tagged with VAC (Valve Allows Crap).
Don't let my playtime fools you, it's another game that made me fall asleep like 2 minutes into the game, and now I have 5 hours
which is another shame to me and my family.
The game provides you nothing but turn left, turn right and shoot. It has only 1 level, 1 song, the control is terrible, no goals, no
modes, no level up, etc.
Just stay away from this game, even if it's cheap.. Absolutely based and redpilled
PS: trans rights. One of my top picks for game of the year 2017. The story was amazing, It made me laugh, cry and smile
throughout the journey our sacred hero takes to defeat the moose invasion. What a glorious masterpiece. The only reason I
wouldn't reccomend this game is because you're not paying enough.. This is a strange one, but in a good way.
PROs:
Main story is very interesting
Character customization and skill trees are VERY amazing for at least 2 playthroughs
The traitor mechanic is very interesting, and ties into the story well (eventually)
Multiple endings (true good ending takes a little work)
Graphics are very good, although perhaps not modern
Combat is very deep (although it may not look it at first) - this can actually turn into a CON for some people as the game
becomes extremely easy once you master combat (hint: check guides about deferring)
CONs:
Character chatter about the traitor gets very annoying after a while (it's like a bad soap opera)
Minigame is lame
Learning which screens lie to you about the traitor's identity is upsetting (can PM me if you want more info - just need to friend
add me first)
Voices are not the greatest, although I can't blame them for how uninteresting their lines are most of the time
Some parts of the game are not explained at all, and should be
TLDR; worth a buy, due to the main story, customization of story characters, and gameplay.
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Sadly this is a bit of a nose dive in terms of quality compared with the previous Gundemonium games. It's got all kinds of weird
mechanics that simply don't work well in a bullet hell game and I feel alienated. You certainly cannot play this like any other
shooter as the game constantly encourages you to get close to larger enemies and die to perform the most damage and most of
the time you'll hit a bullet on your way there and waste that life. The bullets are also a lot faster, the character speeds more
varied making it very difficult to pick up. Even the best players die constantly, making an attempt to be good at this game very
undesirable and unrewarding.
With that said the Arrange Soundtrack is still awesome so feel free to get this on sale just to get a copy of the game's music!. I
like this game overall, I really do....but the constant poison is extremely aggrivating. It feels like every damn mob poisons you
which damage wise isn't bad. The problem is the screen flashes red every fracking step I take and it's hurting my eyes. If you
could carry more than 20 items to cure the fracking frack it would be fine but no, you contantly get fracking poisoned and the
screen fracking flashes fracking red all the fracking time. Good gods.
And then on top of that Ruby's attack makes the screen flash for every single mob for every single attack. I swear if I finish this
game I am going to go blind.
I generally like the rest of the game though.. Once the mechanic was added that increased the penalty for "idle twisting", the
game went so far downhill that it was actually a cliff. It meant you pretty much weren't playing anymore and weren't caring
about the power gems/death gems because you just had to keep from idle twisting otherwise you'd be overwhelmed and lose
quicker. Made the game so unfun.. Played this for the first time tonight. Spent about 2 hrs on my stream on twitch playing this
and talking to one of the devs in my chat.
Currently the learning curve is a bit hard (expect to die a few times as you figure the game out).
While it does seem like a minecraft clone at face value, you quickly learn that its everything but that. I had a lot of fun playing
this game and will be playing more in the future after it realeases tomorrow from early access.
It still has a ways to go for some quality of life updates, but for what the studio did, in the time asked of them and the fact the
proceeds of this game go to benefit life limited and disabled children makes it a worth while investment.. It's addicting,
awesome, and multiplayer. Please pick it up! It's cheap and goes on sale. Thank you Devs!. Short but very enjoyable point and
click game!. I LOVE ROOM ESCAPE games but sadly.....I can't recommend this game...
Its WAY TOO DARK and even wtih the little "flashlight" you still can't see crap!
Im running an i7 4790K and a 1080 SC GPU and still have glitchy/studdering issues.
Refund has been requested
Save your money and pass this one up!
. I'm very impressed with just the basic concept of splice, it is definately not the ordinary puzzle game. With challenging puzzels
and super emotional music, this makes for one of the best puzzle games I've ever played!. This game has most definitely
influenced my life in a positive way. I don't really understand how yet..
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Update #2 -- Build[1.4a Rice Stuffed Chickens]:
This update of Chickens Madness not only called Rice Stuffed, but actually the game executable is really rice stuffed with a ton
of things. It's been a while (approx. a month) since the last update, so with this update the focus was not to fix bugs, or bringing
normal required/essential features. But also to bring you some new experience. I was about to name it the GDC update,...but
naaaah,...Rice works a lot better.
Here are the notes for this update:

Parties. update version v0.314:
2019.3.2 19:40. Star Control / Subspace Style Game - Custom C# .NET Game Engine - Level Editor:
Yargis was built from the ground up with its own Custom C# .NET Game Engine and Level Editor. This gives the game a
unique feel and allows the editor to be included in the game download. Great for learning game design or having fun.
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. Arcfall Patch Pre-Alpha v0.7:
With this update we added our first new feature in, fishing. As its one of the harder things to add in and also because we had to
add allot more items in to work with fishing this is one of our biggest updates so far.
Bugs Fixed:
- Chat box does not allow color changing text or size changing any more.
- Founders horses has a casting time now.
- After selling/deleting claim permissions will now be removed.
- Animation transition when running while picking up resource faster now and smooth.
- Cant send money or items through mail as what you are planning to trade at the same time.
- When deleting a claim permissions are deleted as well.
- Cant use abilities commands through chat window if you are not allowed to.
New:
- Stone Porch house added.
- Fishing system added
- New resource drops added: Bones, Poisonous Blood
- New Recipes added:6 furniture recipes, 1 weapon recipe, 8 crafting recipes, 3 cooking recipe.
- Iron and Bronze Elemental added
- 30 new different items added in total.
Balancing:
- All armor has now stat requirements to be worn.
- Resource drops changed on Forest giants, Skeletons and Spiders.. Open Art Surgery Competition:
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